This is the season for our annual multi-disciplinary exhibition –
WinterWolven. As it is our fifth edition this year, we have a new form
in which we call Shelters. WinterWolven V the shelter for everyone
and anyone who wants to join a festivity of art and collectiveness.
WinterWolven is the cutting edge showcase where art and entertainment merge. It allows
the strangest and out of the box works to emerge and present themselves. Winterwolven
encourages new ways of interpretation and experiencing unexpected collaborations.
Moreover, the fairytale doesn’t end there, the over all theme of the night is Radicals.
The current theme of Roodkapje revolves around being Radical. Roodkapje tends to go
against the grain. Not to shock, provoke or insult, but to wake people up and make them
think about what exactly one is ‘supposed’ to do. We look for a diversity of works that
challenge the status quo and that are radically different. We want and expect fresh, new,
Radical performances to be the highlight of WinterWolven V. Roodkapje thinks there are
too many outmoded rules and that finger pointing is small minded, stalling progress and
innovation. Who else but the artist and the audience can speak up and think freely?
The night will include a variety of artists from different disciplines presenting their work
collectively at a “soon to be announced” location. We will be inviting professionals,
curators and a variety of institutes so it will be your chance to get exposed and scouted
while presenting your Radical work under the wing of Roodkapje.

So we ask all Radical WinterWolf artists to send in your idea
proposal, portfolio and open-call application to
winterwolven@roodkapje.org
Check roodkapje.org and our Facebook page at fb.com/Roodkapje.ROTTTERDAM/
for more information and past WinterWolven events.

to apply, fill-in the form on the next page >>>

Mail your Open-Call application and all attached documents to
winterwolven@roodkapje.org

before September 13, 2O16
CONTACT INFO:
Email: winterwolven@roodkapje.org
Website: roodkapje.org
Applications forms will be evaluated and you will receive whether
your work is accepted by the beginning of August.

Artist(s) Contact info:
Name:
Address:

Email:
Phone Number:

City:
Country:
Nationality:

Website:
Discipline:
(Fine Arts / Dance /
Music / Others)

Work information:
We are looking for works that are Radical, Fresh and out of this world. The newest of the New!
Title:

Duration:

Short Description of the work:
(max 200 words)

